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Our green hotels: Simply outstanding
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Our hotel partners are exceptional in many ways: They contribute to
sustainability by preserving nature and supporting people on site. But also, the
architecture of the Green Pearls® hotels is unique with sometimes even green
facades like the Hotel Milano Scala in Milan or the Green City Hotel Vauban in
Freiburg.

Instead of demolishing and building anew, our hoteliers invest in renovation
and refurbishment focusing on upcycling. To spend a night in an environment
rich in history is especially exciting! At the Inkaterra La Casona in Peru you live in

a mansion from the 16th century that belonged to the army of the Inca, at the
Wild Mahseer you sleep in buildings from the colonial era build by the British
Assam Tea Company and the Bio-Agrivilla i pini accommodates you in a villa

from the High Renaissance dating back to the early 16th century.

Hotelier Ben Förtsch o w n e r  o f  t h e  Creativhotel Luise a lso  knows that
demolishing and building new would probably have been more favorable,
however, for him, sustainability takes center stage. With creativity and some
upcycling projects, a lot of garbage could be saved – for example, a bridge made
of old wooden beams or the plant throughs in the new patio that are made of
former boilers.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

W e  a l l  m a k e  d e c i s i o n s  w h e n
eating: for our body, our health,
and the environment. The Slow
Food movement stands for good,
clean and fair food. We show you at
which hotels you enjoy the best
Slow Food dishes.

Read the whole blogpost here

Plogging i s  a  t rend sport  we
support with pleasure – here you
collect garbage while jogging.
j o g g i n g .  A n d  t h i s  i s  n o t  o n l y
possible at  home, but also on
vacation!

Get to know more about Plogging

For some time past long-distance
flights are facing strong criticism. Read our tips on how to travel sustainably
despite flying. Countries like Thailand can hardly be traveled without an airplane
– learn about the positive impact of tourism.

Discover gentle tourism in Thailand

_____________________________________________________________________________________

The Germany-wide "Bio-Brotbox Initiative" campaigns healthy nutrion for kids –
and the organic family hotel Gut Nisdorf supports first graders in Mecklenburg-
Vorpommern with having a healthy breakfast every day as well. The hotel
welcomes the initiative and supports it with a donation.

On September 20th the global climate strike took place and Green Pearls®, as
well as some of our partners, joined the demonstrations. We were happy to see
that so many engaged people of all ages were striking for better climate politics!

More Insights into global climate strike

__________________________________________________________________
___________________

Oceana just wrote about climate change and the effect for the oceans – "What
you need to know from the United Nations’ new report".

Find out more about the report on Climate Change and what it really stands for

All over the world, people engage in environmental protection. Meet Lilly who
fights against plastic pollution in Bangkok, Thailand. 

Read the full article about Lilly on Channel News Asia
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